Graphs incorporated into “Peering into Insolvency Statistics” blog post

Graph (i): Numbers of Receiverships, Administrations and CVAs

Graph (ii): CVLs (preceded by Administration) as a percentage of Administration appointments that occurred a year earlier
Graph (iii): Numbers of Bankruptcies and IPOs/IPAs

![Graph showing the numbers of bankruptcies and IPOs/IPAs from 2003 to 2012. The graph displays two lines, one for BKYs and another for IPOs & IPAs, showing a peak around 2009-2010.]

Graph (iv): IPOs and IPAs as a percentage of Bankruptcies commenced in the same year

![Graph showing the percentage of IPOs and IPAs as a percentage of Bankruptcies from 2003 to 2012. The graph displays an upward trend starting from 2007.]